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Robust Islanding Detection in Microgrids
Employing Rate of Change of Kinetic

Energy Over Reactive Power
Hasan Khosravi, Haidar Samet , Member, IEEE, and Mohsen Tajdinian

Abstract—This study tries to outline a comprehensive approach
established on the kinetic energy of the distributed genera-
tions (DGs) for islanding mode detection in micro-grids. More
specifically, the proposed index calculates the rate of change
of kinetic energy over reactive power (ROCOKORP) for each
DG at the point of common coupling (PCC). Despite the island-
ing detection being the most challenging issue during complete
match between the load and generation of DGs, the proposed
method can swiftly deal with such an issue, therefore confirm-
ing its superiority. Other challenging conditions where islanding
detection can either be difficult or confused with other events
such as loads inside the non-detection zone (NDZ), various fault
types, and loads at various power factors have also been consid-
ered to investigate the effectivity of the proposed approach. The
proposed method’s performance has been verified and evaluated
in comparison to the state-of-the-art via a simulation testbed.

Index Terms—Renewable energy resources, islanding, dis-
tributed generation, kinetic energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Incitement

THE RENEWABLE energy -based distributed genera-
tion (DG) has drawn a lot of attention from the power

industry researchers, as a solution for environmental concerns.
However, the integration of networks with DGs is associated
with many protection and security issues. One of these issues,
called the islanding condition, prevails as the DGs continue
to operate during service disconnection in power grids. Such
a phenomenon may result in several problems, e.g., stability
and power quality deterioration as the DGs may be incapable
of standalone voltage and frequency preservation. Considering
the detrimental effects of the unscheduled islanding, as a con-
sequence of high DG penetration [1], [2], such an event is
crucial to detect.
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B. Literature Review

The islanding phenomenon has been addressed in multiple
technical standards including UL 1741 and IEEE 1547 [3], [4].
Along with the standards, the islanding phenomenon has been
detected via different approaches over the years. Table I repre-
sents the four categories imaginable for the existing islanding
detection approaches, given by remote- and local- control,
artificial intelligence, and signal processing. The operation
principle for the first group of methods, i.e., remote con-
trol -based, is laid on the analysis of DGs connecting to the
main grid. Despite the good performance achieved via such an
approach, they are also very costly to apply. The supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) system is a well-known
example of a remote-control approach, which performs based
on the regular analysis of conditions prone to islanding. As
for another remote-control method, there can be the connection
of DGs via transmission lines [5]. Through the remote-control
methods, the system parameters, e.g., voltages and frequencies,
are not monitored regionally, and thus are the local-control
methods introduced to attain such an end.

The local-control approaches are generally carried out via
three groups of passive algorithm (PA), active algorithm (AA),
and hybrid algorithm (HA). The basis for passive techniques
is laid on measuring certain system parameters. Nevertheless,
system parameters may not be notably deviated for islanding
condition to be detected in case of high equilibrium between
the DG power and the load demand. On this ground, the
sole depending on the parameter deviations cannot provide
a reliable indication of islanding mode occurrence. Several
examples for passive methods are including Over/Under volt-
age and frequency and phase jump detection (PJD) [6], rate of
change of frequency (ROCOF) [7], inverse hyperbolic secant
function (IHSF) [8], rate of change of frequency over reactive
power (ROCOFORP) [9], rate of change of sequence com-
ponents of current [10] and rate of change of phase angle
difference(ROCPAD) [11].

In order to deal with the shortcomings of the passive tech-
niques, most importantly the condition of load demand and DG
generation equality, the active techniques have been proposed
alternatively. The active methods operate based on the analy-
sis of system response to an injected disturbance. The basic
principle for such a technique is that an islanded system
responds to a small disturbance by large variations, whereas
the response of an interconnected network would not be
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significant. However, there are also several disadvantages asso-
ciated with these methods including the need for injecting a
disturbance, deterioration of power quality, and slow decision-
making considering the duration required for the system
response analysis. Furthermore, the disturbances being applied
to the system on a regular basis to check the islanding condi-
tion, are most of the time unnecessary. Several examples for
the active methods are including active ROCOF [12], sliding
mode frequency shift (SMFS) [13], active and reactive power
control loops for synchronous machine DGs [14]. By combin-
ing the active and passive methods, their advantages can be
achieved altogether via hybrid islanding detection techniques.
Some examples of the hybrid methods are including Parallel
inductance switching [15], Reactive power disturbance with
three passive IDMs [16].

On another group of methods, the capabilities of artificial
intelligence (AI) are applied to the passive islanding detection
approaches. Although the AI-based techniques ensure island-
ing detection with a high level of accuracy [17], they are
however time-consuming to train and practically inapplica-
ble. Several AI-based approaches used for islanding detection
are adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [18], sup-
port vector machine classifier (SVM) [19], combination of an
optimal Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based on Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) with a simple active method [20],
deep learning [21]. These methods mostly require high amount
of training data and it may vulnerable to topology changes in
the power system.

Likewise, several studies have been carried out on the
application of signal processing (SP) with passive island-
ing detection methods to decrease their NDZ. Through SP
approaches, the features of system parameter signals can be
derived which are hidden from the typical passive methods.
The most popularly used SP approaches for islanding detection
are: variational mode decomposition (VMD) [22], transient
monitoring function (TMF) [23], Matrix Pencil (MP) [24],
intrinsic time decomposition (ITD) [25]. Even though the
islanding detection accuracy is ensured by a high level via
SP methods, the NDZ might not be practically minimized in
the presence of highly complex DGs in the grid. The SP-based
algorithms mostly suffer from high-sampling frequency, noisy
condition, threshold setting, and pre-defined parameters.

In summary, some passive islanding detection approaches
(i.e., groups 1 & 2 in Table I) are unable to effectively deal
with the situation of equality between the generated power
of DGs and the consumed power of loads. Although this
problem has been dealt with by some the passive (i.e., group
3 in Table I) and active methods, the active approaches also
endanger the power quality of the system through mostly
unnecessary disturbance injections. The hybrid approaches
offer more reliable and efficient performance with respect
to the active and passive methods, although entailing longer
detection time and heavier calculation burden. With the incor-
poration of signal processing and artificial intelligence into
passive-based approaches, higher accuracies can be achieved.
On the other hand, the AI-based methods’ requirement to be
re-trained, and the potential inability of SP-based methods in
NDZ minimization is the most substantial deficiency of these

TABLE I
VARIOUS ISLANDING DETECTION METHODS

approaches. Also, most of the algorithms may experience mal-
operation during non-islanding situations including different
types of load switching and short circuit fault conditions.

C. Contribution and Paper Organization

This paper puts forward a novel approach based on the
kinetic energy for the detection of islanding condition in
the micro-grids. The presented approach is able to deal with
islanding detection problem considering different types of
DGs. The paper has the following contributions:

1) This paper introduces a new index based on the
rate of change of kinetic energy over reactive
power (ROCOKORP) for each DG at the PCC point.
Kinetic energy for rotational DGs can be easily obtained
through the swing equation. However, for inverter-
interfaced DGs, the concept of the virtual synchronous
generator can be employed to extract the kinetic energy
term of these DG types.

2) Based on the ROCOKORP, an islanding detection crite-
rion is derived which is designed based on the signal
energy of ROCOKORP. The proposed criterion can
swiftly discriminate the islanded condition from grid-
connected mode within a short period even under a
perfectly matched load and generation. As a result,
unlike the passive methods in [6], [7], the proposed
islanding detection criterion has zero NDZ.

3) Unlike [6]–[11], the proposed islanding detection is able
to robustly operate under various islanding and non-
islanding conditions including RLC load with different
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quality factors, various types of the short circuit fault,
load switching and capacitor switching.

4) Concentrating on mathematical complexity of the
proposed criterion, it can be observed that the proposed
method is very low complexity in comparison with AI
based algorithms [17]–[21].

This paper is put forward by means of the following
organization: in Section II the proposed islanding detection
algorithm and its requirements for implementation are intro-
duced. Section III provides various simulation results for the
performance evaluation of the proposed method. Finally, the
conclusion is provided in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED ISLANDING DETECTION ALGORITHM

In the following, mathematical basis of the calculation of
the proposed index (PI) for islanding detection is described.

A. Rate of Change of Kinetic Energy

The operation of power systems demands that the generated
and consumed power be equal. In the abnormal condition,
rotating electrical machines either accelerate or deaccelerate
in response to the increase or decrease of the rotor speed. To
be specific, when the generation surpasses consumption, the
power surplus is stored in the form of speed increase character-
ized in accelerated machines, and the opposite can be imagined
for generation shortage. The kinetic energy (KE) produced in
the rotating masses of electrical machines due to their speed
changes can be expressed as [26]:

KE = 1

2
Jω2 (1)

where J is the rotor moment of inertia and ω denotes angular
frequency.

According to (1), the rate of change of KE (ROCOKE) is
calculated as follows:

dKE

dt
=

d
(

1
2 Jω2

)

dt
= 1

2
J

d
(
ω2

)

dt
= Jωω̇ (2)

As one can see in (2), ROCOKE is related to ω̇. During
normal operation of the power grids, ω̇ is negligible and as a
result, the ROCOKE value is close to zero. But during abnor-
mal operation, the imbalance between power generation and
consumption may result in rotor speed variations and accord-
ingly, ROCOKE takes notable values. However, small power
mismatch between generation and consumption in islanded
area may result in small variations in rotor speed and con-
sequently small value of ROCOKE. In order to create an
index that detects islanding in all scenarios especially in small
power mismatch, different power system parameters based on
ROCOKE have been selected. Table II lists details of these
parameters. The sensitivity of these parameters has been ana-
lyzed under various islanding and non-islanding scenarios as
shown in Table III. The effectivity of each index has been ana-
lyzed using a MATLAB simulation of the micro-grid depicted
in Fig. 1. The specifications of the adopted test system are
provided in the Appendix.

Table IV shows the maximum value of each index for
islanding and non-islanding scenarios shown in Table III after

TABLE II
DIFFERENT POWER SYSTEM PARAMETERS BASED ON ROCOKE

TABLE III
VARIOUS EVENTS FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Fig. 1. The test system.

TABLE IV
MAXIMUM VALUE OF EACH INDEX FOR DIFFERENT EVENTS

ignoring the initial transients. According to Table IV, dk/dp,
dk/dq and dv/dk show significant changes during the islanding
scenarios. However, if the behaviors of these parameters are
compared with non-islanding events, only dk/dq has the best
performance. To avoid the impact of initial transients on the
islanding detection procedure, an index will be introduced in
the following.

B. Rate of Change of Reactive Power

The power system in Fig. 2, consisting of a DG, a load
unit, and an equivalent source representing the power grid, is
a simple test system used for islanding studies. The load unit
is conventionally considered as an RLC equivalent in islanding
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Fig. 2. Simple network with a grid-connected DG for studying the islanding.

detection studies [27]. The reactive power of the DG unit when
operating in the grid-connected mode (the CB in Fig. 2 being
closed) can be obtained as:

QDG + �Q = QLoad =⇒ QDG = V2
(

1

ωL
− ωc

)
− �Q (3)

where V is the magnitude voltage at PCC bus, QDG is the
reactive power of DG, Qload is the reactive power of load.
In addition, L and C are inductance and capacitance of the
RLC load shown in Fig. 2. If islanding occurs (the CB in
Fig. 2 being open), the reactive power injected by the upstream
network is zero (�Q = 0). As a result, the reactive power of
a DG is calculated as follows:

QDG = V2
(

1

ωL
− ωc

)
(4)

According to (4), the rate of change of reactive
power (ROCORP) of DG is obtained as follows:

dQDG

dt
= 2VV̇

(
1

ωL
− ωc

)
− V

2(
ω̇

ω2L
+ ω̇c

)
(5)

where V̇ and ω̇ are the derivation of V and ω respectively.
Equations (3) to (5) have been brought just for description of

reactive power for RLC load shown in Fig. 2. In practice, the
ROCORP has been calculated based on “Recursive Formula”
as follows [28]:

Q(t) = Q(t − �t) + 2�t

T

(
R(t) − R

(
t − T

2

))
(6)

R(t) = v

(
t − T

4

)
i(t) (7)

dQ

dt
= Q(t) − Q(t − �t)

�t
= 2

T

(
R(t) − R

(
t − T

2

))
. (8)

C. Calculating Energy of Rate of Change Kinetic Energy
Over Reactive Power

The PI is introduced as the integral of the absolute squares
of the ROCOKORP over half fundamental period T. The latter
sentence is mathematically calculated as follows:

PI = 1

T/2

∫

T/2

∣∣∣∣
dKE/dt

dQ/dt

∣∣∣∣
2

dt = 2

T

∫

T/2

∣∣∣∣
dKE

dQ

∣∣∣∣
2

dt (9)

The integration interval must be selected appropriately so that
the proposed method has high reliability and low time delay.
To such aim, three integration intervals have been selected.

TABLE V
SPECIFICATIONS OF DIFFERENT INTEGRATION INTERVAL

Fig. 3. Implementation stages of the proposed islanding detection algorithm.

Table V shows the specifications of all integration intervals
briefly. According to Table V, by selecting the integration
interval equals to T/4, the reliability of the proposed method
decreases (the difference between islanding and non-islanding
is 1 analyzing window with length of T/4). However, by select-
ing the integration interval equals to 3T/4, also the reliability of
the proposed method increases (the difference between island-
ing and non-islanding is 2 analyzing windows with total length
of 6T/4) but the proposed method will have more time delay.
Therefore 2T/4 has been selected for integration interval.

D. Implementation of the Proposed Algorithm

The procedure of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
The steps of the proposed method algorithm are as follows:

1) The voltage, current and rotor speed of each DG are
acquired.

The frequency of the sampling rate is selected 6 kHz.
2) The ROCOKE ( dKE

dt ) is calculated using (2).
3) The ROCORP ( dQDG

dt ) is calculated using (8).
4) PI is calculated using (9). Note that if the PI exceeds the

threshold for 5 consecutive samples, islanding is identified.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The effectivity of the proposed approach has been analyzed
using the micro-grid shown in Fig. 1.

A. Selecting the Threshold

A comprehensive method for islanding detection must be
also capable of distinguishing several other system conditions
such as short circuits, switching of loads, starting of motors,
and switching of capacitor banks. Consequently, the thresh-
old must be defined appropriately for the islanded condition
to be discriminated from other similar events. To such aim,
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TABLE VI
DIFFERENT TYPE OF ISLANDING AND NON-ISLANDING EVENTS

Fig. 4. PDFs for the PI in the first half-cycle and the selected threshold,
(a) for PV, (b) for WT, (c) for SG.

an algorithm named “Otsu thresholding method” has been uti-
lized which is a well-known and reliable method, employed in
different engineering fields [29]. In the following, implemen-
tation of Otsu thresholding method in the proposed method is
described in more details.

1) In the first step, a Probability Function Density (PDF) is
assigned to a desired parameter for different conditions
such as islanding and non-islanding scenarios which are
tabulated in Table VI. (in the proposed method, PDFs
should be assigned for index PI)

2) In the second step, a normal function based curve should
be fitted for each case.

3) In the third step, the intersection point of the PDF
curves regarding the islanding and non-islanding cases
is selected as the threshold value.

As one can see in Fig. 4, the PDFs of the PI for islanding
and non-islanding have intersection at 5, 0.5 and 1 for PV, WT
and SG respectively. As a result, 5, 0.5 and 1 are considered as
the threshold for PV, WT and SG respectively. According to

TABLE VII
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE SAMPLES OF PI THAT CROSSES THE

THRESHOLDS

Fig. 5. Performance evaluation of the proposed method when there is a
full balance between load and generation, (a) PV panel, (b) Wind turbine, (c)
Synchronous generator.

Fig. 4, the PI of different types of DGs may have much higher
value than their thresholds for non-islanding conditions due to
initial transients. Therefore, an extra criterion (i.e., 5 consecu-
tive samples of PI) has been considered for decision making.
“5 consecutive samples of PI” is acquired via simulation of
various cases as in Table VI at t = 3.25s. Table VII shows the
maximum and minimum number of consecutive samples of
PI that crosses the thresholds from t = 3.25s until t = 4.25s.
According to Table VII, the maximum number of consecu-
tive samples of PI that crosses the thresholds in non-islanding
scenarios is 3. However, the minimum number of consecutive
samples of PI that crosses the thresholds in islanding scenarios
is 5. Therefore, if the PI remains higher than the thresholds for
5 consecutive samples of PI, the islanding is detected. On the
contrary, if the PI does not remain higher than the thresholds
for 5 consecutive samples of PI, the condition is not considered
as an islanding case.

B. Performance Evaluation Considering the Full Balance
Between Load and Generation

To investigate the performance of PI in the case of full
balance between load and generation, three cases are provided
in Figs. 5 to 7. In Fig. 5, PV and its RLC load become islanded
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Fig. 6. Performance evaluation of the proposed method when there is a
full balance between load and generation, (a) PV panel, (b) Wind turbine,
(c) Synchronous generator.

once the CB1 is opened at t = 3.25s. Note that CBs 2 and
3 are closed during this condition. As one can see in Fig. 5,
the frequency of SG and WT are almost constant and the PI is
less than the threshold for these two DGs. However, although
the frequency of PV is in the allowable range, the PI index
detects islanding condition in 58.3 ms for the PV.

In Fig. 6, CBs 1 and 2 are opened at t = 3.25 s and
CB3 remains closed. Similar to the previous case, the PI
crosses the threshold for PV and WT for 5 consecutive sam-
ples of PI after 58.3 ms and 50 ms, respectively. As a result,
the PI determines the islanding of PV and WT. For SG, PI
remains below the threshold and as a result, the PI does not
detect islanding mode for SG. In Fig. 7, CBs 1 to 3 are opened
at t = 3.25 s. As shown in Fig. 7, the PI goes upper than the
threshold for all DGs for 5 consecutive samples of PI after
almost 50 ms.

C. Performance Evaluation Under UL 1741 Standard

To verify the credibility of the proposed approach, its
performance is confirmed in accordance with the technical
standard of UL 1741 [4]. Therefore, the active power con-
sumption of the loads is to be changed within 25, 50, 100,
and 125% of the generated active power from the inverter of
the PV unit. The reactive power consumption of the loads can
also be varied within the interval of 95% to 105% by 1% steps
while preserving a unity power factor. According to Fig. 8,
the performance of the PI is evaluated for two following con-
ditions: 1) 15% active power unbalance and full balance in
reactive power, and 2) 1% reactive power unbalance and full
balance in active power. As it can be seen in Fig. 8, the PI iden-
tifies islanding for all DGs since the PI crosses the thresholds

Fig. 7. Performance evaluation of the proposed method when there is a
full balance between load and generation, (a) PV panel, (b) Wind turbine, (c)
Synchronous generator.

TABLE VIII
NDZ REGION OF VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY RELAYS FOR 3 DGS

for 5 consecutive samples. As one can see in Fig. 8.a, the
maximum islanding detection time is 58.3 ms.

D. Performance Evaluation for Loads in NDZ Region of
Voltage and Frequency Relays

This section is dedicated to functionality of the PI in
NDZ. The calculation details of NDZ for voltage and
frequency relays have been provided in [30]. Typically, the
permissible range for voltage and frequency in a distribution
system are between 0.88 to 1.1 p.u and 59.3 to 60.5 Hz, respec-
tively. Table VIII represents the obtained NDZ of voltage and
frequency relays for the imbalance of active and reactive power
regarding the 3 DGs under study. The proposed approach has
been tested on 2 cases to analyze its performance upon load
variation in the grid’s NDZ, as shown in Fig. 9. It is noteworthy
that the voltage and frequency stay within the permissible vari-
ation limits only in two cases, thus confirming the inability of
conventional relays to identify islanding in such conditions. In
order to account for a challenging scenario of islanding detec-
tion, the proposed technique is tested by considering some
levels of active power imbalance while holding the reactive
power at full balance. The active power is assumed to be out
of balance by −5 kW, and 10 kW, while preserving the reac-
tive power balance. It is depicted in Fig. 9 that the PI can
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Fig. 8. Performance evaluation under UL 1741 standard, (a) PV panel,
(b) Wind turbine, (c) Synchronous generator.

Fig. 9. Performance evaluation for loads in NDZ region of voltage and
frequency relays, (a) PV panel, (b) Wind turbine, (c) Synchronous generator.

accurately determine the islanding in under 58.3 ms after its
occurrence.

E. Performance Evaluation for Load Quality Factor

Here, the proposed approach is tested for different qual-
ity factors under nominal loading, according to standard UL
1741 [4], instructing for the quality factor (Qf ) under 2.5.
Furthermore, the generation and consumption have also been
set in full balance. Accordingly, two islanding conditions have
been produced by opening the CBs at t = 3.25 s, considering
Qf equals to 2 and 2.5. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the PI can
determine islanding occurrence in under 58.3 ms, subsequent
to event inception.

F. Performance Evaluation for Load Switching

In this section, the proposed method is evaluated in the
presence of the switching of various linear and nonlinear loads.

Fig. 10. Performance evaluation for load Quality Factor, (a) PV panel,
(b) Wind turbine, (c) Synchronous generator.

Fig. 11. Performance evaluation for load switching, (a) PV panel, (b) Wind
turbine, (c) Synchronous generator.

Here, the induction motor starting and capacitor bank switching
have been considered. It is clearly visible in Fig. 11 that the
proposed index does not remain above the determined threshold
for five consecutive samples in response to load switching.

G. Performance Evaluation for Short Circuit Faults

Here, the proposed algorithm is tested in the face of short
circuit occurrence in the network. The short circuit incepts at
t = 3.25 and persists for 0.1 s. As depicted in Fig. 12, the
PI does not stay above the predetermined threshold for more
than 5 consecutive energy samples.

H. Evaluation on IEEE 33-Bus Distribution System

The performance evaluation of the presented method has
been verified on IEEE 33-bus distribution system. The
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Fig. 12. Performance evaluation for short circuit faults, (a) PV panel,
(b) Wind turbine, (c) Synchronous generator.

TABLE IX
OUTPUT RESULTS OF PROPOSED METHOD FOR ISLANDING CONDITION

IN IEEE 33-BUS DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

specifications and topology of the test system are adopted
from [31]. To create a loop in the test system, the section-
alizing switch 25 has been opened and the tie switches 36 and
37 have been closed. Three DG units (i.e. SG, PV and WT)
are placed at buses 18, 22, and 25 with active power capaci-
ties of 0.5, 2.5 and 0.6 MVA. Similar to the test system shown
in Fig. 1, using more than 1000 different islanding and non-
islanding events, the threshold in IEEE 33 bus network for
PV, WT and SG are selected 7.25, 0.8, and 1.2 respectively.
Some simulation results have been numerically provided in
Tables IX and X. By opening Sectionalizing switch 1 at
t = 3.25 s, all DGs become islanded. The different imbal-
ance level of active and reactive powers for islanding scenarios
in Table IX are provided by changing the loads in network.

TABLE X
OUTPUT RESULTS OF PROPOSED METHOD FOR NON-ISLANDING

CONDITION IN IEEE 33-BUS DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Fig. 13. The schematic of the employed test bench.

Tables IX and X show the maximum number of consec-
utive samples for PI from t = 3.25 s until t = 3.375 s.
According to Table IX, the proposed method can detect the
islanding conditions for different power mismatches. Also
for non-islanding conditions, several scenarios are evaluated
and shown in Table X. For this table, the fault events are
applied between buses 2 and 3 at t = 3.25 s, and switch-
ing events are performed at bus 2. According to Table X,
the proposed method can robustly deal with non-islanding
conditions without experiencing mal-operation.

I. Experimental Validation of the Proposed Scheme

Experimental validation of the proposed scheme is carried
out using DSP processor TMDSCNCD28335. According to
Fig. 13, the test bench includes a computer with core i5-5200U
CPU, a TMDSCNCD28335 board, and an oscilloscope to
record the toggle signal. The processor has high-performance
static CMOS technology – up to 150 MHz (6.67 ns Cycle
Time). In addition, it includes 256K × 16 flash memory
and 34K × 16 SARAM memory on the chip. During DSP
implementation, the 4-bus test system shown in Fig. 1 with
�P = 15% and �Q = 2% is simulated and the required sig-
nals (V, I and ω) are measured and saved. After that, this data
is sent from PC to DSP, sample by sample through a serial
communication link with a sampling frequency of 6 kHz. The
DSP processes the received data and sends the PI signal to the
computer. The toggle signal confirms that the processor can
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Fig. 14. Toggle signal of the proposed method.

Fig. 15. Experimental validation of the proposed scheme, (a) PV panel,
(b) Wind turbine, (c) Synchronous generator.

handle the calculations in real-time. Fig. 14 shows the toggle
signal steps in each sampling period. According to Fig. 15,
the PI identifies the islanding condition for all DGs in 50 ms.

J. Performance Comparison With Other Algorithms

Comparison with other techniques has been provided in
three parts including NDZ, false detected zone (FDZ), and
computational and operating time. All these cases have been
simulated on IEEE 15 bus network.

1) NDZ: The performance of the PI is compared
with voltage and frequency relay [6], rate of change of
frequency (ROCOF) [7], inverse hyperbolic secant func-
tion (IHSF) [8], rate of change of frequency over reactive
power (ROCOFORP) [9], rate of change of sequence compo-
nents of current (ROCPSI/ROCNSI) [10] and rate of change
of phase angle difference (ROCPAD) [11]. The results of these
methods are tabulated in Table XI. To obtain the NDZ of the PI
and methods [6]–[11], a large number of islanding cases were
simulated with different values of active and reactive power
unbalance (from −30% to 30% of active power mismatch and
from −5% to 5% of reactive power mismatch in step of 0.2%).
As it can be seen in Table XI, methods [10], [11] and the
proposed methods have zero NDZ.

2) FDZ: Except Low NDZ, the immunity the island-
ing detection method against non-islanding situations must

TABLE XI
COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME

be preserved. To such aim, several non-islanding con-
ditions have been applied to the proposed method and
methods [6]–[11]. The accuracy of the methods is illus-
trated in Table XI. According to Table XI, the algo-
rithms voltage and frequency relay [6], ROCOF [7], IHSF [8],
ROCPSI/ROCNSI [10] and ROCPAD [11] cannot compre-
hensively deal with different non-islanding conditions and
as a result, the accuracy of these methods are significantly
less than the proposed method. These methods have accu-
racy between 72% to 91% for dealing with non-islanding
conditions. While ROCOFORP [9] has robust performance in
most cases and its accuracy is about 96% in non-islanding
events. However, ROCOFORP has a long detection time. As
a result, the proposed algorithm provides fast islanding detec-
tion with high precision and reliable operation during different
non-islanding circumstances.

3) Computational and Operating Times: The computation
complexity and burden time of the proposed method and the
methods in [6]–[11] are shown in Table XI. The computation
complexity has been provided based on big O notation. The
concept of Big O notation is used to demonstrate the behavior
of algorithm’s run time while the input size grows [32]. Also
the burden time can be calculated in MATLAB using “Tick
Count” and “tic-toc” respectively. The calculations are con-
ducted using a computer with core i5-5200U up to 2.7 GHz
and 4GB memory in MATLAB. As it can be seen from
Table XI, all methods have same computation complexity
based on big O notation. However, considering both response
time and burden time, [7], and the proposed method show the
better performance comparing with the other methods.

K. Discussion on the Results and Main Achievements

In the previous sub-sections, the performance of the PI has
been evaluated in various circumstances considering different
test systems and furthermore compared with state-of-the-art
algorithms. It is observed that:

1) The proposed method is able to deal with islanding
detection of different type DGs. The islanding detec-
tion response time of synchronous generator, WT and
PV is 50 and 58.3 ms respectively.
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TABLE XII
MICROGRID SPECIFICATION

2) The PI detects islanding condition considering RLC dif-
ferent load quality factors even in the case of full balance
between load and generation.

3) Applying different fault type, load and capacitor switch-
ing and motor starting, it is observed that the PI has
robust operation and does not experience mal-operation
during non-islanding conditions.

4) Comparing with state-of-the-art algorithms, it can be
observed that the PI and methods [10], [11] have
zero NDZ.

5) In the case of robustness against non-islanding condi-
tion, Table XI indicates the PI has nearly 100% accuracy
(or almost zero FDZ).

6) The result of the hardware validation shows the PI is
suitable for real-time application.

7) Considering all the comparison’s criteria together (i.e.,
NDZ, FDZ, DT, Big O and BT) in Table XI, the PI
provides good response time and low computation com-
plexity and simultaneously the highest accuracy among
the methods.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel method has been established based on
kinetic energy for detecting the islanding condition in micro-
grids. The proposed method was formulated based on the
ROCOKORP at the PCC of each DG. The proposed index
can be applied for different types of DGs typically utilized in
micro-grids. The ability of the proposed index to accurately
determine the islanded and non-islanded modes within a short
duration has been confirmed via numerous tests under various
conditions. The results from simulations demonstrate that the
proposed index is a comprehensive criterion for discrimination
of islanded condition from other events which prevail during
non-islanded operation. The proposed approach operates with
a zero NDZ, even in the condition of consumption and genera-
tion full balance. Along with comprehensiveness, the proposed
approach is easy to implement, acts with high precision, and is
significantly fast in the detection of islanded mode occurrence.

On this account, the proposed approach provides an applicable
solution for islanding detection issue in the micro-grids.

APPENDIX

The specifications of the adopted test system in Table XII.
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